The Confair range is the perfect example of image building and innovative force combined. High-quality details, excellent materials and a distinctive design boost team spirit and the impression created.

At the same time, the range’s modular, easy-to-transport structure and innovative functional details encourage participation, personal organisation and interactive skills. And it saves on overheads for rooms and facility management to boot. It is no surprise that Confair has set an example in the industry worldwide as a new type of furnishing concept. In terms of function and superb design, it is a good choice for workshop, project, seminar and conference settings.

Awards

Pinboard Model 443/1
Whiteboard Model 443/3
Flipchart Model 442/1
Mobile desk Model 441/1
Lectern Model 448/9
Server Model 446/3
Confair folding table. Designer Andreas Störiko developed the folding table for the Confair range and proceeded to win top international design prizes. In just one simple step, the transportable barrel-shaped, or rectangular tables can be pulled apart or folded up. They can also be linked to form conference tables using snap connectors.

The wiege design team has designed further furnishing solutions that are so important in creative areas, but are often neglected nevertheless.

Confair pinboard. Simply ingenious: the crescent-shaped foot sections on the easy-to-handle, lightweight pinboards can be arranged radially in circles and stored compactly.

Confair mobile desk. The chairs can be positioned to the left or right of these supremely light mobile desks with integrated pen trays. By tilting the table top, the desks can be stacked into one another to save space.

Confair lectern. The lectern is also moveable and very stylish. Its slim, perforated panelling and ease of use have made the lectern a popular item at press conferences and speakers’ platforms.

Confair server. The moveable servers for catering events, office material, monitors or presentation equipment, have two retractable cable channels. They can be fitted with various options that include shelves, open boxes, drawers or cable stations.

Confair flipchart. The lightweight flipchart has a retractable frame. The board can be adjusted to three heights and easily removed if it needs to be moved.

Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com

Product safety and sustainability: certificates, standards, memberships. Visit the Wilkhahn website for more information.